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Impact Tester - Portable 

Overview 

One of a range of ceramic testing equipment, the Anderen Portable Impact tester is a simple portable 

instrument that can be used as a quick and easy on-site quality assurance method or sales tool to 

demonstrate the resistance to impact of tableware and hotel ware. (plates) 

 

Details 

The Anderen Portable Impact Tester was designed to reproduce the effects of the ASTM ceramic test 

Impact tester is fitted with an arbitrary scale that is used to compare the 

results from different samples.  

Please note that it is not designed to be used for ASTM testing, but is an 

ideal tool to be used by quality inspectors when they visit outsource factories 

overseas to predict the outcome of formal ASTM tests 

It is also ideal for sales representatives making client visits or at exhibitions to demonstrate the 

resistance to impact of a company's product. 

The portable impact tester is supplied either as a bench top unit or fitted into a carrying case  

Both versions are fitted with an high impact perforated stainless steel safety screen. As an alternative 

we can fit the impact tester with a clear acrylic guard (note picture does not show guard fitted) 

 

The standard version is suitable for testing plates up to 200mm diameter, however we are able to 

customize the unit to fit larger plates. If this is needed please let us know what is the maximum size 

plate you wish to test. Usually the larger units are supplied as bench top only 

The hammer is fitted with a replaceable hardened tip which can be reversed to extend its use. The 

instrument is supplied with 5 double sided tips as standard 
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Product Code 

Anderen Portable Impact Tester bench mounted version IMP/PORT/BM 

Anderen Portable Impact Tester carrying case version IMP/PORT/CC 

Spares: 

Replacement double ended impact tips (Pack 5) IMP/TIP 
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